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Analytic Representations of SL2 over a 
l:l-Adic Number Field, III 

Yasuo Morita 

§ O. Introduction 

0-1. In our former paper [12], we have constructed a p-adic analogue 
of the holomorphic discrete series of SL2(R) which is related to the theory 
of p-adic Schottky groups of D. Mumford. We have also constructed a 
p-adic analogue of the non-unitary principal series in [11], and have 
studied the relation between our discrete series and our principal series. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study the irreducibilities and the 
equivalences of our principal series. 

Let Qp be the p-adic number field, let L be a finite extension of Qp, 
and let k be a field containing L. We assume (i) the p-adic valuation of 
Qp can be extended to a valuation I I of k, and (ii) k is maximally com
plete with respect to I I (cf. § 1 for a definition). These conditions are 
satisfied if k is a finite extension of L. Let L * and k* be the multiplicative 
groups of Land k, respectively, and let X: L*---+k* be a homomorphism 
which can be expressed as X(z) = exp {a(X) log(z)} for some a(X) E k if z is 
sufficiently close to 1. Hence X is a locally analytic character of L * with 
values in k*. 

Let G denote the group SL2(L), and let P be the subgroup of G of all 
lower triangular matrices. We define a one-dimensional representation 
X of P by 

p;) (~ ~}----+x(a) E k*, 

and construct the induced representation Ind (P, G, X) of G in the category 
of k-valued locally analytic functions (cf. § 1 and § 2 for the exact defini
tion). Further we realize this representation of G on a space Dx of 
k-valued locally analytic functions on L in a natural manner. Then it is 
not difficult to find all closed G-invariant subspaces of Dr For simplicity, 
we assume that a(X) is not a non-negative integer. Then our main result 
in this case can be stated as the following: 
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Theorem. Let the notation and assumptions be as above. Then each 
Dx is a topologically irreducible G-module, and no two of the G-modules Dz 
for all such X's are equivalent. 

0-2. In Section 1, we define a natural topology on the space of the 
locally analytic functions on a givenp-adic non-singular algebraic variety. 
In Section 2, we use the result of Section 1 and construct a locally analytic 
representation Tx of G on a space D z of locally analytic functions on L, 
and state our main results (cf. Theorems 1 and 2). In Section 3, we define 
an action dTx of the Lie algebra g={X E MlL); tr X=O} of G on Dz' and 
prove a lemma (Key Lemma) which plays a crucial role in the proof of 
the irreducibility of Dr In Section 4, we study the action of 9 on the 
germ Dz•w of functions of Dw at each point w of Pl(L), and obtain a local 
irreducibility assertion (cf. Proposition 2). In Section 5, we use differential 
operators Lw acting on Dx•w and show that the family {Dz•w ; WE Pl(L)} 
satisfies the assumption of the Key Lemma (cf. Proposition 3 for the exact 
statement). Then we use the Key Lemma to patch these local irreduci
bilities to the global irreducibility of Dr 

If a(X) is a non-negative integer m, then Dx has a clsoed G-invariant 
subspace D~oo.m (cf. § 2). We prove in Section 5 the irreducibility of 
Dz/D~oo.m also. In Section 6, we prove the Frobenius reciplocity law (cf. 
Proposition 4), and, by using it, construct closed G-invariant subspaces of 
D~oo.m and intertwining operators between them (cf. Propositions 5 and 6). 
In Section 7, we prove that D~oc.m has no other (g, G)-invariant subspaces. 
In, Section 8, we study intertwining operators between these G-modules, 
and prove Theorem 2. 

0-3. Remarks. (1) If a(X) is a non-negative integer, then we have 
Homo (Dz' Dz)=k id. though Dz is not irreducible (cf. Proposition 5). 
Hence D z is not completely irreducible and Schur's lemma does not hold 
in our case. This phenomenon causes the main difficulty in studying the 
irreducibility of our module. 

(2) Our Key Lemma is a generalization of an irreducibility criterion 
of induced modules of finite groups. T. Shintani used the criterion to 
study representations of p-adic groups on complex vector spaces (cf. 
Shintani [15]). So we modify Shintani's proof into the present form and 
overcome the difficulty in studying the irreducibility. 

(3) Let 0 be the integer ring of L, and let K be the maximal com
pact subgroup SL2(o) of G. Then the irreducibility of Dx (or Dx/D~oc.m) 
holds not only as a G-module but also' as a K-module. 

(4) An essential part of Theorem 2 is due to W. Casselman. He 
proved the Frobenius reciplocity law for our module' Tnd (P,G, X} and 
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calculated Homo (D X' Do). The author would like to express his thanks 
to Casselman for this contribution. 

§ 1. Spaces of locally analytic functions 

1-1. Let k be a field with a non-trivial non-archimedean valuation 
1 I· We assume that (k, 1 I) is maximally complete. Namely, we assume 
that for any decreasing sequence C1::)CZ::)'" ::)Cn ::)· •• of balls in k, 
the intersection n Cn is not empty. It is obivous that~a maximally com
plete field is complete, and that a locally compact non-archimedean field 
is maximally complete. Let L be a locally compact subfield of k. 

Let {r n};;'=l be a strictly decreasing sequence in the value group 1 L * 1 

of the multiplicative group L * of L satisfying limn r n = O. For any positive 
integer n and for any a=(a1, "', aN) E LN, let 

Since the valuation 1 1 is non-archimedean, Ba,n n Bb,n:::f=.¢> iff Ba,n=Bb,n' 
We define a space d'(Ba,n) by 

d'(Ba,n) = {f(z) = I: cM(z-a)M; CM E k, ICMlr~MI is bounded}, 
M 

where M=(ml' "', mN) runs over the set of all N-tuples of non-negative 
integers, IMI=m1+· .. +mN, and (z-a)M =(zl-a1)m •. . ,(zN-aN)mN • Then 
d'(Ba,n) becomes a complete Banach space with the following norm: 

If m>n, then r m <rn. Hence Ba,n can be expressed as a finite disjoint 
union of certain Bb,m'S: Ba,n = U Bb,m (b E B(m». Since Bb,n =Ba,n for 
any bE B(m), d'(Bb,n)=d'(Ba,n)' Let 

UJ UJ 

be the restriction map. Since rm<rn' ICMlr;:I~O (lMI~oo). Further 
the image of the unit ball 

of d'(Bb,n) with the induced topology from d'(Bb,m) is homeomorphic 
to the direct product space 
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of a countable number of closed balls in k. Since k is maximally com
plete, it follows from Springer [16], 1.17 that this subset of d'(Bb,m) is 
c-compact. Hence the restriction map 

is a c-compact map. 
Let 

d(Ba,n)=inj lim { E8 d'(Bb,m)} 
m bEB(m) 

be the injective limit of the Banach spaces E8b d'(Bb,m) with respect to the 
restriction maps. Then it follows from the result of [9], 3-1 that d(Ba,n) 
is a Hausdorff complete reflexive bornologic locally convex k-vector space, 
and the strong dual of d(Ba,n) is a Frechet space. 

Remark. Put 

Then dl/(Ba,n) is a closed subspace of d'(Ba,n), and the restriction map 
p~,m induces an injection d'(Ba,n)~E8bEB(m) dl/(Bb,m) for any m>n. 
Hence 

d(Ba,n)=inj lim E8 {dl/(Bb,m)} 
m bEB(m) 

holds. This expression will be used in Sections 2 ~ 7. 

1-2. Let V be an N-dimensional non-singular algebraic variety 
defined over L, let VL be the set of all L-valued points of V, and let W be 
an open subset of VL • Since L is locally compact, VL and Ware locally 
compact. Since V is non-singular, W has an open covering azt such that 
each member U of azt is contained in an affine L-subset of VL which is 
L-isomorphic to a Zariski open L-subset of LN. Since W is locally com
pact and paracompact, we may assume that each U E azt is an open com
pact subset, and that azt is locally finite. Here, by taking a refinement if 
necessary, we may assume that azt is a mutually disjoint covering. Since 
any open compact subset of LN is a finite disjoint union of balls of the 
form Ba,n> by taking a refinement if necessary, we may assume that each 
U E azt is L-analytically isomorphic to a ball of the form Ba,n (a E LN, 
nEZ, ~O). Therefore we have proved that W has an open disjoint 
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covering if! such that for each U e if!, there is an L-analytic isomorphism 
iu: Ba,n=;Ufor some a e LN and neZ, >0. 

Let d(Ba,n) be as in 1-1, and let. 

We choose the topology on d(U) which makes the map d(U) 3 f t-+ f 0 iu 
e d(Ba,n) into a topological isomorphism. Since W is the disjoint union 

of the U's, we put 

d(W)= n d(U). 
UE'fI 

It is easy to see that this definition of the locally convex k-vector space 
deW) does not depend on a special choice of if! and the iu's. We call 
an element of deW) a locally analytic function on W. Note that a 
k-valued function f: W -+k is locally analytic in this sense iff for any 
w e W, there exists an open neighbourhood U of w such that the restric
tion of f to U can be expressed as a convergent power series of local 
coordinates of Wat w. Obviously, (i) deW) is a complete Hausdorff 
locally convex space, and (ii) the addition and the multiplication are con
tinuous in the topology of deW). Further (iii), if G is an algebraic 
L-group, the right and the left translations of GL induce automorphisms 
of d(GL ), and (iv), if W CLN, then the partial differentiation 8j8zi 

(i=l, ... , N) induces a continuous map of deW). 

§ 2. The main results 

2-1. Construction of the representations. Let k be a field with a 
non-trivial non-archimedean valuation 1 I, and let L be a locally compact 
subfield of k. Hereafter we assume that (1) (k, I \) is maximally com
plete and (2) L is a finite extension of the p-adic number field Qp. Let 0 

be the integer ring of L, let +' be the maximal ideal of 0, let 0* be the unit 
group of 0, and let q be the cardinality of the residue field oj+, of L. We 
fix a prime element of L and denote it by 7r. 

Let G=SL2(L), K=SL2(0), and let P be the subgroup of G consist
ing of all lower triangular matrices. Let X: L*-+k* be a locally analytic 
homomorphism from the multiplicative group of L to the multiplicative 
group of k. Hence X can be expressed as 

X(z) = exp {a(X) log (z)} 

if z e L * is sufficiently close to 1, where a(X) is a constant in k, and exp (w) 
and log (w) are the p-adic exponential function I;n wn jn! and the p-adic 
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logarithmic function 2:n (_I)n+l(z_l)n/n, respectively. Note that a(X) 
is the value of (d/dz)X(z) at z= 1. We extend X to a representation of P 
by 

X: P:I (~ ~}-~x(a) E k*. 

Let Ind (P, G, X) be the space of locally analytic functions F: G--'l-k such 
that 

F(pg)=X(a)F(g) (p=(~ ~) E p) 
holds for any p. Since G is a non-singular algebraic variety defined over 
L, the space d(G) of all k-valued locally analytic functions on G has a 
natural locally convex topology (cf. § I). Since Ind (P, G, X) is a closed 
subspace of d(G), the topology of Ind (P, G, X) is also Hausdorff and 
complete. For any element gl of G, we put 

T(gl)F(g)=F(ggl) (F E Ind (P, G, X)). 

Then T(gl) is an automorphism of the k-vector space Ind (P, G, X), and 
T defines a continuous representation of the p-adic group G on the p-adic 
vector space Ind (P, G, X). 

Let U be the unipotent radical of P. Then, for any elements g and 
g' of G, Ug= Ug' holds iff the first rows of them coincide. Since X(u) = 1 
for any u E U, F(ug)=F(g) holds for any u E U. Hence 

F(g) = F(a, [3,r,o) (g=(f ~)) 

depends only on (a, [3). Therefore we write F(g)=F(a, [3). Then the 
space Ind (P, G, X) is identified with the space of all locally analytic func
tions 

F: {(a, [3) E V; (a, {1)=I=(O, O)}~k 

satisfying the condition 

F(pa, p[3)=X(p)F(a, [3) 

for any p e L*. Further the group G acts on this space by 

and the topology on this space coincides with the induced topology from 
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d({(a,f3) ED; (a, 13)=1=(0, O)}). 
For any element F(a, f3)ofInd (P, G, X), we define a function!: L--+k 

by 

!(z)=F(z, 1). 

Then! is a locally analytic function on L, and the function 

is expanded into a convergent power series of Z-1 if Z-1 is sufficiently 
small. Let D z be the space of locally analytic functions !: L--+k such 
that X(Z)-I!(Z) can be expanded into a convergent power series of Z-1 for 
Izl~O. Then we see that the map 

i: Ind (P, G, X) 3 F(a, f3}f---+!(z)=F(z, 1) E Dx 

is bijective. Further, if we define Tx(g) (g E G) by Tig) 0 i = i 0 T(g), 
then we have 

Tig)!(z)=X(bz+d)!«az+c)/(bz+d» (g=(~ ~) E G). 
We choose the topology on Dx which makes the map i into a topological 
isomorphism. 

Remark. Put 

(a E L*, c E L). Then I and the C(c)'s generate the whole group G, and 
they act on our space D x as 

Tx(A(a»!(z)=X(a)-I!(a2z), 

TX<C(c»!(z) =!(z+ c), 

TiI)!(z)=X(z)!( -liz). 

These formulas will be frequently used. 

2-2. The irreducibility. We assume that a(X)=m is a non-negative 
integer. Then X(z)=z"'e(z) with a locally constant character e~ Let D~oe,m 
be the space of functions!: L~k such that (i) for any Zo E L, there exist a 
ball V'o={z E L; Iz-zol<r} (r>O) and a polynomial P'o(z) E k[z] with 
degp'o(z)<m satisfying!(z)=P.o(z) for any z E V'o' and (ii) there exist a 
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ball V=={z e P'(L); Izl>r'} (r'>O) and a polynomial p=(z) e k[z] with 
degp=<m satisfying f(z)=X(z)p=(z-') for any z e Ln V=. Since G is 
generated by I and the C(c)'s (c e L), we observe that D~oc.m is a G
invariant k-subspace of Dr Since the derivation d/dz acts on Dz con
tinuously, the kernel D~oc.m of the continuous map (d/dz)m+': Dz--+Dz is a 
closed subspace of Dr Hence D~oc.m is a closed G-invariant k-subspace 
of D z• 

Now we assume that X(z)=zm (m e Z, m>O) holds for any z e L* 
(resp. z e 0*). Let Pm be the space of functions f: L--+k such that there 
exists a polynomial p(z) e k[z] with deg p(z)<m satisfying f(z) = p(z) for 
any z e L. Then Pm is a finite dimensional G-invariant (resp. K-invariant) 
k-subspace of D z• Since D z is a Hausdorff space, the finite dimensional 
subspace Pm of Dz is closed. Hence Pm is also a closed G-invariant (resp. 
K-invariant) subspace of Dz. Obviously Dz::JD~oc.m::Jp m::J{O}. 

Let N: L*--+k* be the locally constant character such that N{z) = I 
holds for any z e 0* and such that N(7r:n)=qn for any integer n. Then 
we have the following: 

Theorem 1. (i) If a(X) is not a non-negative integer, then Dz is a 
topologically irreducible K-module. 

(ii) If a(X) is a non-negative integer m, let D~oc.m be as above. Then 
Dz/D~oc.m is a topologically irreducible K-module. Let e(z)=z-mx(z) and 
let 1= leX) be the smallest positive integer such that e(z) = 1 holds for any 
zeo* withlz-II::;;:I7r:LI. Then: 

(ii-a) If e(z) = 1 holds for any z e L *, then Pm is a topologically irre
ducible G-module, and any element of D~oc.m\P m generates D~oc.m as a 
topological G-module. In particular, D~oc/P m is a topologically irreducible 
G-module. 

(ii-b) If e(z)=N(z)2 holds for any z e L*, then D~oc.m contains a 
topologically irreducible G-submodule Qm such that D~oc. m;2 Qm;2 {O} and 
such that any element of D~oc.m\Qm generates D~oc.m as a topological G
module. In particular, D~oc.m/Qm is a topologically irreducible G-module. 

(ii-c) We assume that e(z)2=N(z)2 holds for any z e L* and that 
e(z)=f=N(z) holds for some z e L*. If e(z)=f=1 holds for some z e 0*, we 
also assume that ve( _I)ql<xl is contained in k. Then D~oc.m is a direct 
sum D~,:"+mEBD~,:,,..:m of two non-equivalent topologically irreducible G-sub
modules D~~c+m and D~,:"..:m. 

(ii-d) If e(z) does not satisfy any of the conditions in (ii-a), (ii-b) and 
(ii-c), then D~oc.m is a topologically irreducible G-module. 

2-3. The equivalence. We assume that a(X) is a non-negative integer 
m. Hence X(z)=e(z)zm holds with a locally constant character e:L*--+k*. 
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Put 
o(z) = z...,2m-2X(z) = e(z)z-m-2. 

For any eleineptf(z) ofDx, put 

g(z) = (d/dz)m + If(z). 

It is obvious that g(z) is a locally analytic function on L. Further, since 
we can write 

00 00 

f(z)=X(z) L: cnz-n=e(z) L: cnzm- n 
n~O n~O 

with a convergent power series L: cnz- n E k{z} for Izl~O, we have 

00 

g(z)=e(z) L: (m-n)(m-n-l) . .. (-n)cnz- n- l 
;'=0 

= (e(z)z-m-2)f; (~l)m+l(n+ 1)(n+2) . .. (n+m+ l)c"+m+lz-n 
n=O 

for Izl~O. Hence g(z) is an element of Da. Further we observe from 
this calculation that for .anyg(z),E Da, there exists a functioll fez) in D z 
satisfying (d/dz)m+lf(z)=g(z), Since the kernel of Dx 3 f '-"g E Da is 
D~oe,m, the correspondence f(z)'-"g(z) = (d/dz)m+lf(z) induces a continuous 
bijection S:: Dz/D~oc.m~D6' Here, iff(z) is expanded into a convergent 
power series on a ball B, then g(z) is· also expanded into a convergent 
power series on B. Hence it follows from the open mapping theorem in 
the category of Banach k-vector spaces that S=S: is a topological 
isomorphism (cf. § 4 also). 

Since Tic(c»f(z)=f(z+c), we differentiate this formula (m+l)
times and obtain So TiC(c»f(z)=g(z+c)=S(f)(z+c). By induction 
on m, we obtain (d/dz)m + l[zmf( -1/z)]=z:"'m-2«d/dz)m+lf)( -l/i). Since 
TxC1)f(z)=X(z)f( -1/z)=e(z)zmJ( --':'l/z), we obtain . , 

So TxC1)f(z)=e(z)(d/dz)m+l(zmf( -liz»~ 

= e(z)z-m-2(djdz)m+If)( -liz) 

=o(z)S(f)( -l/z)= Ta(J) 0 S(f)(z). 

Hence S:: Dx/D~oc.m~Da is a G-isomorphism. 
Now we have the following: 

Theorem 2. Let VI and V2 be two different topologically irreducible 
G .. modules constructed in Theorem 1. Hence VI and Vz are one of the 
following topologically irreducible G-modules: D;, D~oc. m, D xl D~oc. Tn , Pm. 
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DiOC,,,,/P,,,, Q"" Dioo''''/Q"" Di':".;"', Di,:".:.m (the corresponding X'sfor VI and J72 

may be different). Then VI and V2 are G-equivalent if and only if one of 
the following conditions is satisfied: 

(i) a(X) is a non-negative integer m, o(Z)=Z-2",-2X(Z), VI=Dx/D;oe,,,, 

and V2=Da. 
(ii) m is a non-negative integer, e(z) is a locally constant character 

such that e(z) * 1, N(Z)2 and e(zY*N(z)2, X(z)=zme(z), o(z)=z"'e(ztIN(z)2, 
VI = D;oe, m and V2 = D1oe, "'. 

(iii) m is a non-negative integer, X(z)=z"', o(z)= Z"'N(Z)2, VI=P", 
(resp. VI=D;oc,m/p",) and V2=D~oe''''/Qm (resp, V2=Q",). 

Remark. The construction of the subspaces Q", and Di,:,,±m and the 
construction of the intertwining operators 

H' Dloe''''/Q ~p a- a m m 

and the projection operators H x,±: Dioe''''~Di':''±''' are a bit complicated. 
We construct them explicitly in Section 6 by using the Frobenius reciplo
city law. 

§ 3. Action of the Lie algebra g and the Key Lemma 

3-1. The Lie algebra g. Let 

g={Xe M 2(L); tr(X)=O} 

be the Lie algebra of G. Then for any X e g, the series 

~ 

exp (tX) = L: (tX)n/n! 
n=O 

converges in M 2(L) to an element of G if t is sufficiently small. Further 
exp (tX) belongs to any given congruence subgroup of K=SL2(o) if t is 
sufficiently small. 

Put 

Then X+, X_ and Y span the Lie algebra g as an L-vector space, and 

Let D z and T z be as in Section 2. For any element X of g, we define an 
operator (dTx)(X) on Dz by 
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(dTz)(X)f(z)=lim .l{Tz{exp (tX»f(z)- fez)} 
t~O t ' 

(f(z) e Dz). 
Since X(xy)=X(x)X(y) for any x, y e L, 

X'(x)=X'{l)X(x)/x=a(X)X(x)/x. 

Hence we obtain 

(dTx)(X+)f(z) = lim r 1(X(tz+ l)f(z/(tz+ 1»-fez»~ 
= a(X)zf(z) - z2f'(z), 

(dTx)(X.)f(z) = lim t· 1(f(z+t)- fez»~ 

=f'(z), 

(dTz)(Y)f(z) = lim rl(X(e-'t)f(etz)-fez»~ 

= -a(X)f(z)+2z!'(z), 

]95 

where!,(z) = (d/dz)f(z). Since X+, X. and Yspan g, (dTx)(X) is a well· 
defined continuous k·linear endomorphism on D z for any X e g. Hence 
dTz defines a continuous representation of the Lie algebra g on Dx. It is 
obvious that any closed K-invariant subspace of Dx is g-invariant. 

3-2. The Key Lemma. Let Vi (i = 1, ... , n) be a finite number of 
Banach spaces over k. We assume: (i) Vi=F{O}; (ii) Each Vi is a topologi
cally irreducible g-module; (iii) If i =Fj, then there exists no triple (W,/, g) 
such that (a) W is a Banach space over k on which g acts as continuous 
endomorphisms, (b) f: Vc~ Wand g: Vr ". W are injective continuous k
linear g-homomorphisms, and (c) the image im (f) of f and the image 
im (g) of g are dense in W. Note that the condition (iii) implies that Vi 
and Vj are not g-equivalent. Further, if Vi and VJ are finite dimensional 
Banach spaces over k, then the condition (iii) is equivalent to the non
equivalence of Vi and Vj. 

Key Lemma. Let Vi (i=l, .. ·,n) be as above, andlet V=E9Vi be 
the direct sum of these Banach g-modules. Let U be a closed g-invariant 
k-subspace of V. Then there exists a subset J of {1, ... , n} such that U is 
the direct sum of the V/s (i e J): U = EBleI VI. 

Proof. We are going to prove the lemma by induction on n. It is 
obvious that the lemma holds for n= 1. Hence we assume that the lemma 
holds for any smaller integer. 
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Let Q: V ~ V/U = V* be the natural map. Since U is a closed sub
space of the Banach space V, V* has a natural structure of a Banach 
space (cf. e.g. van Rooij [14]). Further, V* is a continuous g-module 
and Q is a continuous g-homomorphism. Put Vi = Q(Vi). 

Since the kernel ker (Q I Vi) of the· restriction of Q to Vi is a dosed 
g-invariant subspace, ker (Q I Vt) is either Vi or {a}. If ker (Q I Vt) = Vi' 
then Vi C U, and hence . 

U = VtEB« EB Vj) n U). 
j<l<£ 

Since (EBNi Vi) n U is a closed g-invariant s1;1bspace of EBNi Vi' it follows 
from the assumption on n that (EBiM V,) n U is a direct sum of a finite 
number of the V/s (j =1= i): Hence U isa .direct sum of a finite number of 
the V/s (j = 1, .. " n). Since the lemma holds in this case, we may 
assume ker (Q I Vi)={O} for each i. Then Q I Vi; Vi~V* is an injective 
continuous k-linear g-homomorphism. 

Let V' = EBi<l<n Vi' Since the kernel ker (Q I V') of the restriction 
Q I V' of Q to V'is a closed g-invariant subspace of V', it follows from 
the assumption on n that ker (Q I V') is a direct sum of a finite number of 
the V/s (i=l=n). Hence ker(QI V')=I={O} iff it contains· some Vi (i=l=n). 
Since this contradicts our assumption, we may ·assume that Q I V': EBi<l<n Vt 
~ V* is an injective g-homomorphism .. Note that the image of Q I V'is 
V'*= vt+ ... + V;_I' 

Let V;c be the closure of V; in V*. Then V;c n V'* . is a closed 
g-invariant subspace of V'*. Since Q I V': V' ~ V'* is a continu9us map, 
(Q I V,)-l (V;c n V'*) is a closed g-invariant subspace of V'= EBi<l<n Vi'· 
By our assumption on n, this subspace of V'is a direct sum of a finite 
number of the V/s (i =l=n). .. 

If this space is not the total space V', then there is an index j <n-l 
such that (Q I V't l (V;C n V'*) is a subspace of EBi<l<J,n Vi' It. follows 
that 

V;C n (vt+ ... + V;_l)C V:!,,+ . .. + V1-l+ V1+l+' .. + V;_l'· 

Let U=Ul+' .. +Un (Ui E Vi) be any element of U. Then 

Q(U1+' .. +Un_l)+ Q(Un) = Q(U) =0. 

Hence Q(u~+ .. ·+un_1)=Q(-u,,) is an element of 

V; n V'* = V; n (V:!" + ... + V;_l)' 

By our assumption onj, there exists Vl' "', V,,_l such that Vi E Vi' vj=O 
and Q(v1+··· +V"_l)=Q(Ul+'" +U"_l)' Since QI V'is injective, 
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Vl +'" +Vn_I=UI+'" +un_I.,Henceu=ul + .... +Un-I+Un=VI+'" 
+Vn-I+Un is an element of EBi .. J Vi' It follows that U is a closed g
invariant' subspace of EiJi*,i Vi' By our assumption on n, the lemma 
holds in this case. Hence we, may assume (Q I V')-I(V;C n V'*)= V' . . ' 

Now we have. V;cn V'*bQ(V')= V'*. Hence V:js dense in V'*. 
Since V*= V'*+ V;, V; is dencein Y*. We repeat similar arguments 
for each i, and ,observe that the lemma does not hold 'only in the case 
such that n>2 and each vt is .dense in V* . . Put W::;:V*,/=QI Vn: V" 
_V* and g=QI VI: Vl-V*, Then the triple (W,j,g) contradicts the 
assumption (iii); . It follows that no' such case occurs. Therefbrethe Key 
Lemma is proved. . 

§ 4. Proof of Theorem 1, I (the local study) 

4-1. The space Veo,,,EB EBw V""". Let n be a positiveinteger, let 

K,,={g={~~) e SL2(0}; la-ll,lbl,Icl.ld-11<IP,~I} 

and, for any elem~nt w of L satisfying Iwl<lr"l, let rw,n=lp"l ~flwl~l 
and rw,,,=lp"w2Iif l<lwl<lr"I.Then Ip"l<rw,,,<lrni. 'Put 

Bw,n={ze L; Iz-wl<rw,,,} 

BcO,,,={z e PI(L);lzl>lrnl}. 

Since the valuation I I is non-archimedean, Bw,n nBv,~*~ iff Bw,n~Bv,.n..' 
Hence the one-dimensional projective space PI(L)=L U {Oo} , can be 
expressed as a disjoint union Boo•n llll WEW B""n with a certain subset 
W = Wn of {we L; Iwl<lrnl} containing 0. Since I and the C(,.::) (c e 0) 
generate the group K, it follows from the definition of r w,n that this 
decomposition Boo,,, llll Bw;n is preserved by any g e K. Further, if 
g e K", then it is easy to see that g(Boo,n)=Boo,nand g(Bw,n)=Bw,n hold. 

Let Vw,n= Vw,,,,z bethe space of formal power series 

f(z)= E cm(z-w)m e k[[z-w]] 
O~m.<oo 

such that Icmlr;:,',n-O (m_oo). .Since k is complete, Vw,n becomes a 
Banach space over kwith IIfll=lIfll"",,=Maxlcmlr;:,',n' Obviously any 
fez) e V""n gives a (locally analytic) function on Bw,n' We extend fez) to 
a functionj(z) on L by putting J(z)=O for any z e L\Bw,,,. Then this 
extended function J(z) belongs to Dz, and w: can regard Vw,,, as a 
subspace of Dzby this injection Vw,n Olf(z)t-+ fez) e Dz (cf. Remark in 
1-1). Similarly, let Voo ,,,= V",,,,zbe the space of series 
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f(z)=X(z) L: cmz- m (cm e k) 
O::s:;m<oo 

such that ICmpml~O (m~oo). Then V~, .. becomes a Banach space over 
k with IIfll=lIfll~, .. =Max Icmpml, and there exists a similar injection 
V~, .. ~Dx' Further the direct sum V,,= V",x:::;: V~, .. ,xEB EBwew Vw,,,,x is 
regarded as a subspace of D x' the inclusion maps V .. ~Dx induce 
injective maps Vn,x~V .. +l,x' and the injective limit inj lim Vn,x of the 
Vn,x's coincides with the space Dx (cf. § 1 and 2-1). 

Proposition 1. If X(z) is analytic for Iz-ll~lpnl, then V~,n and the 
Vw, .. 's are preserved by the endomorphism 

Tx<g): Dx 3 f(z)~X(bz+d)f«az+c)/(bz+d» e Dr 

of Dxforanyg=(~ ~) e Kn satisfying Ibl<lp2n l· 

Since this proposition can be proved in a straight way, we omit the 
proof. We note that this proposition shows that the Lie algebra g acts 
continuously on V~,n and the Vw, .. 's. 

4-2. The local irreducibility. Let X_, X+ and Ybe as in 2-2. Then 
they act on V~,,, and the Vw, .. 's by 

(dTx)(X_)f(z)=f'(z), (dTx)(X+)f(z)=a(X)zf(z)-z2!'(z), 

(dTx)(Y)f(z)= -a{X)f(z)+2zf'(z). 

Hence they act on (z-w)m e Vw,,, and X(z)z-m e V~,n as 

(dTx)(X_)(z-w)m=m(z-w)m-l, 

(dTx)(X+)(z-w)m=a(X)z(z-w)m_z2m(z-w)m-l 

;::::(a(X)-m)(z_w)m+l+(a(X)-2m)w(z-w)m-mw2(z_w)m-l, 

(dTx)(Y)(z_w)m= -a(X)(z_w)m+2zm(z_w)m-l 

=( -a(X)+2m)(z_w)m+2mw(z_w)m-l, 

(dTx)(X_)X(z)z-m=(a(X)-m)X(z)z-m-l, 

(dTx)(X+)X(z)z-m=a(X)X(z)z-m+l_z2(a(X)-m)X(z)z-m-l=mX{z)z-m+l, 

(dTx)(Y)x(z)z-m= -a(X)X(z)z-m+2z{a(X)-m)X(z)z-m-1 

= (a(X)...,.. 2m)X{z)z- m. 

Now we have the following: 

Proposition 2. (1) If a{X) is not a non-negative integer, then Vw,n 
and V~, .. are topologically irreducible g-modules. 
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(2) If a(X) is a non-negative integer, then the subspace 

of Vw,n and the subspace 

of V"",n are g-invariant. Further P w,n and P "",n are irreducible g-modules, 
and any element of Vw,n (resp. V"",n) which does not belong to the space 
Pw,n (resp. P"",n) spans the space Vw,n (resp. V"",n) topologically as a g
module. In particular, Vw"jP w,n and V"",nIP "",n are topologically irreducible 
g-modules. 

Proof. If a(X) is a non-negative integer, then 

is an element of P W,n> and 

Since g is spanned by X +, X_and Y, it follows that P w,n and P "",n are 
g-invariant subspaces. 

In general, put 

Then we have 

for any m. Let f(z) = L: cm(z-w)m be an element of Vw,n> and let M and 
N be two different non-negative integers. Then 

Hence, repeating this process for O<M<H(N<H), M=I=N, we obtain 

(n (N-M)-l(Lw -Mid·))f(z) 
M 

=CN(Z-W)N 

" m(m-l) ... (m-N+I)(m-N-I) .. 'em-H) ( )'" + L...J Cm z-w . 
m>H N(N-I) .. ·(N-N+I)(N-N-I) .. . (N-H) 
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Since the coefficient 

(_I)H-N m! (m-N-I)! 
N!(m-N)! (H--N)!(m-H-I)! 

of cm(z-w)m is an integer, the second term of the right hand side of this 
equation belongs to Vw,,.. Further the norm of this term satisfies 

<Maxlcmlr:,,.~O (H--++oo). 
m>H 

Hence 

. n (N-M)-I(Lw-Mid.) L::. cm(z-W)m~CN(Z..:..w)N 
N*M,;.H O,;.m<oo 

in Vw ,,, for H --++ 00. Hence the minimal closed g-invariant subspace 
Uf of Vw ,,. containingf(z)= L::,;,. cm(z~w)m contains cN(Z-W)N for any N. 

We assume that f(z) = L:: cm(z-w)m is a non-zero element of Vw,,.. 

Then there is a non-zero coefficient C N' Hence the minimal closed 
g-invariant subspace Uf contains (z-w)N. If a(X) is a non-negative 
integer, then we assume fez) ~ P w,n' In this case, there is a non-zero 
coefficient CN with N>a(X). Hence Uf contains (z-w)Nwith N>a(X). 

Since , 
(dTz) (X_Xz_w)m=m(z_w)m-l, 

[(dTz)(X+)- (a(X) - 2m)w id~ + w2(dTz)(X_)](z;,..... wy" 

=(a(X)-m)(z_w)m+l, 

it follows that Uf contains all polynomials of z-w. Since they are dense 
in Vw,n, Uf coincides with Vw,,,. Hence Vw,n (or Vw,n/Pw,n) is a topolo
gically irreducible g-module. The irreducibility of P w,n can be proved 
similarly. 

Let 

Loo= -[(dTz)(Y)-a(X) id.]/2. 

Then we have 

Further 

Hence the irreducibility of Voo,n (or V"",./P 00, .. or P 00, .. ) can be proved 
similarly. 
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§ 5. Proof of Theorem 1, IT (the irreducibility of Dz or DzID~oc,m) 

5-1. Proof of the assumption (iii) of the Key Lemma. Let n be a 
positive integer, and let V ... z= Veo .... z EB EBw Vw.n,z (we W,,) be as in 4-1. 
Then Veo.,,= Veo•n•z and the Vw.,,= Vw, ... x's are non-zero Banach spaces 
over k. If «(X) is not a non-negative integer, then, by Proposition 2, each 
of them is a topologically irreducible g-module. If «(X) is a non-negative 
integer, ,then Veo ... IP eo." and the Vw ... IP w.,,'s are non-zero Banach spaces 
over k, and topologically irreducible g-modules. 

Proposition 3. If «(X) is not a non-negative integer, then any two of 
Veo ... and the Vw,n's (w e W .. )satisfy the condition (iii) of 3-2. If «(X) is a 
non-negative integer, then any two of Veo,,,IP eo," and the Vw, .. IP w,,,'s (we W .. ) 
satisfy the condition (iii) of 3-2. 

Proof. First we reduce the proof of the proposition to the case 
where k is an algebraically closed field. 

Let (k', I I') be any extension of (k, I I) such that (k', I I') is max
imally complete. For any Banach space U over k, let U' be the complete 
tensor product k'Q9k U (ct. van Rooij [14], Chap. 4). Then V~.n= 
k' Q9r. Vw ... is the space of all elements of k'[z-w]] which converge for 
Iz-wl::;;r w .... and V:, .. =k' Q9k Veo ,,, is the space consisting of all X(z)h(z"l) 
such that h(z) is an element of k'[[z]] which converges for Izl<lp"l. Hence 
each V~.n (v= 00 or ve Wn) is made from V~,n simply by replacing k 
with k'. 

If «(X) is not a non-negative integer, then V~ ... is a non-zero topologi
cally irreducible g-module. Let h: V~,n~ W be a continuous k-linear 
g-homomorphism. Then h can be extended to a continuous k'-linear 
g-homomorphism h': V~.n~W'. Since the complete tensor products 
give an exact functor (cf. van Rooij [14], Chap. 4), h is injective (resp. has 
a dense Image) iff h' is injective (resp. has a dense image). Hence, to 
prove the proposition, we may replace k by any maximally complete 
extension k' of k. Therefore we may assume that k is algebraically closed 
because there exists a pair (k', I I') satisfying this condition (cf. ibid.). 

The reduction of the proof in the case where «(X) is a non-negative 
integer is similar. 

Let a(X) be arbitrary, let w be an element of Wn,and let 

Lw = [(dTx)(Y) - 2w(dTz)(X.) + «(X) id.]/2 

be as in 4-2. Then 

Lwf(z)= (z- w)(dldz)f(z) 
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holds for any fez) E Vw •n • Let s be a positive integer >2, and put 

Lw .• =(Lw-(p'-I) id.)(Lw-(p· -2) id.) ... (Lw-id.)Lw. 

Then for any element f(z) = L:m cm(z-w)m of Vw.n , we have 

Lw .• f(z)= L: (m-p·+I)(m-p'+2) ... (m-I)mcm(z-w)m. 
m 

Since m!/{(m-p')!p'!} is an integer, I(m-p' + 1)(m-p·+2) . . . (m-1)ml 
<Ip·!!. Hence 

II Lw. J(z)1I < I p' ! IlIf(z)lI· 

Since k is algebraically closed, the valuation of k is dense. Hence 
there is an element p of k which satisfies I p' !! < I pi < I pq p- II. Then the 
operator norm IIp-ILw .• 1I ofp-ILw., is smaller than 1. Hence 

strongly on Vw •n • 

Let PeT) be the polynomial in k[T] defined by 

F(T)=(T _p8+ I)(T-p'+2) . . . (T -I)T-p, 

and let t E k be a solution of F(T)=O. Since Ipl<lp' !p-II<I, 

I(t-p' + I) .. . (t-I)t 1=lpl<1. 

Hence there is an integer i such that 0 <i < p' -I and 1 t - i I < 1. We 
assume It-il<lt- jl for any j with O<j<p·. Then 

It- jl=l(t-i)+(i - j)I>lt-il· 

Hence It- jl>li-jl for any j with O<j<p·. Let e=t-i. Then 

Ip'!p-II>lpl=l(t- p' + I) .. . (t -I)t I 

>10 - p8+ I) ..... ( -1)·e.I.2 . .... il 

=I(p'-i -I)! i!llel>l(p·-I)!llel. 

Therefore lel<lp·-II. If lel<lp'l, then lel=lt-il<li-jl for anyj=l=i. 
Hence It- jl=li-jl and Ipl=l(t-p·+I) ... (t-l)tl=lell(p·-I)!I<lp·!I· 
Since this is a contradiction, we obtain Ip·I<lel<lp·-II. In particular, 
e is not an integer. 

Let v be an element of Wn such that Bo.n=l=Bw •n. Then rv.n<lv-wl. 
Sincele-ml<Max(lel, Iml), I (e-,m)/m 1< I e/m I (resp. I)if Iml<lel (resp. 
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Iml:2=: leI). Since Ip'I<lel<lpHI, Iml<Jel holds iff m is divisible by p'. 
Hence 

where [mJp'] is the largest integer m* satisfying m*:s;:[mJpS]. Sincep-'-+O 
(s-++oo), Ip2P-'I-+1 (s-++oo). We choose a sufficiently large integer s 
so that rv,nJlv-wl<l p2P-'1<1 holds. Then 

( 1+ z-v )e= L: e(e-I) ... (e-m+I)(Z-V)m 
v-w O,;m<oo m! v-w 

converges for Iz-vl<rv,n' Hence 

h(z)=(Z-W)i 1 +---=--( z v)e 
v-w 

is a non-zen? element of Vv,n' Since 

~h(Z)=i(Z-W)i-I(I+ z-v )e+(Z_W)i_e_(I+ z-v )"-1 
dz v-w v-w v-w 

=(i+e)(z-W)i-I(I+ z-v )e, 
v-w 

Lwh(z) = (z-w)(dJdz)h(z)= (i +e)h(z)=th(z). Hence 

p- 1L w"h(z)=p-I(Lw- p' + I)· . . (Lw-I)Lwh(z) 

= p-I(t - pS + I) .. . (t -I)th(z)=h(z). 

Now we assume that a(X) is not a non-negative integer. Suppose that 
there is a triple (W,f, g) such that W is a Banach space over k on which 
g acts continuously, and f: Vw,n-+W and g: Vv,n-+W are injective 
continuous g-homomorphisms with dense images. Since (p-1Lw,s)I-+0 
(1-+ + 00) strongly on V W,n> it follows from the continuity of f that 
(p -I L w,.) 1-+0 (/-+ + 00) strongly on the image off Since the image of f 
is dense in W, (p-1Lw,s)I-+0 (/-++00) strongly on W. On the other 
hand, h(z) is a non-zero element of Vv,n satisfying p-1Lw,sh(z) =h(z). 
Since g is an injective g-homomorphism, 0:::/= g(h(z)) E W satisfies 
p-ILw, ,g(h(z)) =g(h(z)). Since this contradicts the assumption (p-1Lw,s)1 
-+0 (/-++ 00) on W, there exists no triple (W,f, g) such that f: Vw,n-+W 
and g: Vv,n-+W (w, V E Wn, Bw,n:::/=Bv,n) satisfy the conditions (a), (b), (c) 
of 3-2. Hence the proposition holds in this case. 
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We can prove that the condition (iii) of 3-2 for Vw,nlP w,n and 
Vv,nIPv,n (w, ve Wn, Bw,n =/=Bv,n) holds in the case when a(X) is a non
negative integer in the same way, because h(z) does not belong to Pv,n' 

Now we assume that a(X) is not a non-negative integer, and that 
f: Vw,n~W (we Wn) and g: V=,n~W satisfy the conditions (a), (b), (c) 
of 3-2. Let c be an element of 0 satisfying Ipnl<lw+cl, and let T be 
the endomorphism 

Tx(Ic):Dx~Dx (Ic={! ~)(_~ 6)eK) 
of Dx. Then T induces local homomorphisms 

and they satisfy the condition 

for any X e g. Hence, if we twist the action of g on W by Ie, then 
foTw: V_l/(w+e),n~WandgoT=: Vo,n~Wsatisfytheconditions (a), (b), 
(c) of 3-2. Since this contradicts to what we have proved, the condition 
(iii) of 3-2 is satisfied also in this case. 

We can prove the condition (iii) for Vw,nlP w,n and V=,nIP =,n in the 
same way. Therefore the proof of Proposition 3 is completed. 

5-2. Proof of the irreducibility of DxID~oc,m. We assume in 5-2 that 
a(X) is a non-negative integer m. Let f be an element of Dz which does 
not belong to D~oc,m, and let Uf be the minimal closed K-invariant sub
space of Dx containing! We are going to show Uf=Dx. 

Since K acts transitively on Pl(L), replacing f by TzCg)f (g E K) if 
necessary, we may assume that the Taylor expansion off at Z= 0 is not a 
polynomial of degree <m. We choose a positive integer n such that 
(i) X(Z)f(Z-l) is analytic for Izl>lpn I (i.e. X(Z)f(Z-I) is expanded into a 
convergent power series of Z-l for Izl>lpnl), and (ii) for any w e L satisfy
ing Ipnwl<l,f(z) is analytic for Iz-wl<rw,n. Thenf(z) is an element 
of Vn. Hence we can write f(z) = f=(z) + L:wfw(z) (f=(z) E V=.mfw(z) e 
Vw.n, we Wn). By our assumption, fo(z) e Vo,n does not belong to Po,n; 
Since (V =, niP =, n) (fJ (fJ w (V w. niP w, n) satisfies the assumption of the Key 
Lemma, the minimal closed g-invariant subspace Uf •n of Vn containingf 
has an element h(z) of the form 

h(z)=h=(z)+ L: hw(z) E V=.n (fJ EB Vw •n, 
w w 
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[(dTx)(x_)]m+lh",,(z) = [(dTx)(x_)]m + Ihw(Z) = 0 (O:;t:w E Wn ) and 

[(dTx)(X_)r+lho(z)=(m+ I)! E po.n. 
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By the assertion (ii) of Proposition 2, po•n is an irreducible g-module. 
Hence Uf •n contains po.n. Since Tx(C( -w))Po.n =P w.n (w E Wm I wi::;; 1), 
Uf •n contains the direct sum P~l) of the pw.n's with WE Wn, Iwl::;;1. 
Similarly Uf •n contains the direct sum P~l)* of the P w.n's with w E Wn, 
I wi < 1. Since n can be arbitrarily small, U f contains the injective limit 
of the p~ll*'S. Since TxCI) (inj lim P~l)*) contains the direct sum P~2) of 
P =.n and the pw.n's with WE Wn, IWI>I, Uf contains the direct sum of 
P =.n and the P w.n's (w E Wn). Hence, by substracting an element of this 
space if necessary, we may assume that hoCz)=zm+l and h=(z)=hw(z)=O 
for any non-zero W E Wn • 

By the assertion (ii) of Proposition 2, ho(z) spans Vo.n topologically as 
ag-module. Since TzCC(-w))Po.n=Vw.n (WE Wn, Iwl::;;I), Uf contains 
the direct sum V~l) of the Vw.n's with WE Wm Iwl<1. Since n can be 
arbitrarily small, Uf contains the injective limit of the V~l)'S. Similarly, 
Uf contains the injective limit of the direct sum V~li* of the Vw.n's with 
WE Wm Iwl<1. Then Tx(l) (injlim n1)*) is the injective limit of the 
direct sum V~2) of V=.n and the Vw.n's with WE Wm IWI> 1. Hence Uf 

contains (inj lim V~l)) EB (inj lim n2)) = Dx. Therefore we have proved 
Uf=Dx• 

5-3. Proof of the irreducibility of Dx. We assume in 5-3 that a(X) is 
not a non-negative integer. Let f be a non-zero element of Dx, and let 
Uf be the minimal closed K-invariant subspace of Dx containing jWe 
must show Uf=Dx• We can prove this fact in the same way as in 5-2. 
Simply replace Dioc•m, P =.n and the P w.n's (w E Wn) by the zero space {OJ, 
and do the same arguments. Since the argument about P=.nEBEBwpw.n 
is trivial in this case, the proof is far easier than in 5-2. 

§ 6. The Frobenius reciplocity law 

6-1. The Frobenius reciplocity law. For any topological group N 
and for any linear topological k-vector spaces VI and V2 on which the 
group N acts continuously, let HomN(V!> V2) denote the k-module of all 
continuous N-linear homomorphisms from VI to V2. 

Let G=SL2(L), let V be a linear topological k-vector space, and let 
T:G-+Autk(V) be a continuous representation; We assume that for any 
fixed v, T(g)v is a locally analytic function of g with values in V. Let 
X: L*-+k* be a locally analytic character, and let P, Ind (P, G, X) and Dx 
be as in Section 2. Note that for each fez) E Dx::::Ind(P, G, X), Tx(g)f(z) 
is a locally analytic function of g with values in Dx. 
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Let H be a continuous G-homomorphism from V to Ind (P, G, X). 
Then for any v E V, H(v) is a locally analytic function on G with values 
in k and satisfies 

H(v)(pg) = X(a)H(v)(g) (g E G, p= (~ ~-1) E P). 

Since H is a G-homomorphism, we have 

for any g, gl E G and v E V. Since p= (~ ~-1) acts on k by the multi

plication of X(a), 

H*=H( )(1): V;, vc----+H(v)(1) E k 

is a continuous P-homomorphism. 
Conversely, if H* is a P-homomorphism from V to k, then we define 

H(v)(g)=H*(gv) (v E V, g E G). 

Then H(v): G~k is a locally analytic function, and satisfies 

H(v)(pg) = H*(pgv) = X(a)H*(gv) = X(a)H(v)(g) 

for any pEP. Hence H(v) is an element of Ind (P, G, X). Since H( )(1) 
=H* as k-valued functions on V, we have the following Frobenius 
reciplocity law: 

Proposition 4 (Casselman). Let the notation and assumptions be as 
before. Then the correspondence H~H*=H( )(1) induces a k-linear 
bijection 

Homa(V, Ind(P, G, X»~Homp(V, k), 

where p= (~ ~-1) E P acts on k by the multiplication of X(a). 

6-2. Homa (Dx, Do). Let X and 0 be k-valued locally analytic 
characters of L *. Then, by Proposition 4, H is a continuous G-homo
morphism from Dx to Ind(P, G, 0) iff H*=H( )(1) is a continuous 
P-homomorphism from Dx to k, where P acts on k by o. Since P is 
generated by the A(a)'s and the C(c)'s (a E L*, c E L), HE Homa(Dx, Ind 
(P, G, 0» iff H*: Dx~k is a continuous k-linear operator and satisfies 
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H*(f(z + c» = H*(f(z» 

H*(f(aZz» = X(a)o(a)H* (f(z» 

(c e L), 

(a e L*) 
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for any fez) e Dz• Therefore, taking the limits for c~O and for a~l, we 
obtain 

H*«dTz)(X _)f(z» =0 and H*«dTz){ Y)f(z» = a(o)H*Utz». 

For any neZ, n;;:::O, r e IL*I and eeL, put 

{
x(z)z-n Izl>r {O Iz-cl>r 

fz.oo.n.T(Z)= 0 Izl<r and fe.n.T(Z)= (z-c)n Iz-cl<r. 

Since (dTz)(X_)fc.n+I.T(z)=(n+ l)fe.n.r(z), H*(fc.n.r(z»=O for any c, n 
and r. Since 

(dTz)(X_)fz.oo.n.r(z) = (a(X)-n)!x.oo.n+l.r(Z), 

H*(fz.oo.n.r(z»=1=0 only if a(X)=n-l or n=O. SincefZ.OO.n.T'(Z)- fz.oo.n.r(z) 
(r'>;) vanishes for Izl;;:::r', this element of Dz can be expressed as an 
infinite linear combination of the fc.n*.r'(z)'s. It follows that 

H*(fz.oo. n.r.(z» = H*(!x. oo.n. r(z», 

and hence H*(fz.oo.n,rCz» does not depend on r. Since fZ.oo,n.r(aZz)= 
X(a)Za-znfZ.oo,n.la-.lr(z), we have 

H*(fz. 00. n.r(aZz» = X(a)Za- zn H*(fz.oo.n.r(z». 

Therefore H*(fx.oo.n.r(z»=I=O only if X(a)Za-zn=X(a)o(a) holds for any 
a e L*. We note that H*=I=O iff H*(fx.oo.n,,(z»=I=O for some n, because 
thefx.oo.n.r(z),s and thefc .... r(z)'s span a dense subspace of Dz. 

We assume that a(X) is not a non-negative integer. If H* =1=0, then 
H*(fz .... o .• (z»=1=0. Hence we have X(a)=o(a) for any a e L*. In this 
case; H0111a(Dz, D1) contains the identity mapping id. and H0111a(Dz, D,) 
::::::Homp(Dz, k) is one-dimensional. Hence H0111a(Dz, D,)=k id. and 
H0111a(Dz, Da)=O if X(a)=I=o(a) for some a. 

Next we assume that a(X) is a non-negative integer m. If H* =1=0, 
then H*(!x.oo.o.r(z»=I=O or H*(fx.oo.m+l.r(Z» =1=0. If H*(fz.oo.o.r(z»=1=0, 
then we have X(a)=o(a) for any a e L*. If H*(!x.oo,m+I.r(Z»=I=O, then 
X(a)2a- 2m-2=X(a)o(a). Hence X(a)=~m+Zo(a) holds for any a e L*. Since 
m>O, ~m+2=1=l for some a. Hence Home (Dz, D,)::::::Homp(Dz, k) is a one 
dimensional k-vector space in either case. In particular, Homo (Dz, Dz) 
=kid. 
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We assume that H*(fx.oo.m+l.r(Z»=r=l=o. Put Sxf(z)=(d/dz)m+lf(z) 
for any fez) E Dx. Then, by our identification Ind (P, G, 0)-:::::.D6,J(Z) E Dx 
corresponds to 

H(f(Z»(~ ~_I)=H*(Tx(~ ;-I)f(Z»)=H*(X(Z+~-I)fC::_I))· 

=H*( X(Z)f( W(Z~W-I») )=H*(X(z)f(w-z- I» E Da 

as a function of w. Iff(z) = L;:=o cnCz-w)n for Iz-wl<r, then 

H*(X(Z)f(w-z-I»=H*(to cn( _1)" fx. 00. n,rCz) ) 

=(-l)m+lrcm+ I =( -'--l)m+I«m+ l)!tlr(d/dw)m+lfCw) 

=( -l)m+I«m+ 1)!t 1rsx(f(w». 

Therefore Homo (Dx, Do) = kSx if a(X) is a non-negative integer m and 
o(z) = z-2m- 2X(z). Summarizing, we obtain the following: 

Proposition 5 (Casselman). (i) If a(X) is a non-negative integer m, 
put o(z) = z-2m- 2X(z) for any z E L*; Then 

is a continuous G-homomorphism and we have Homa(Dx, Do)=kSx' 
(ii) In general, let X, 0: L*-+k* be locally analytic characters. Then 

HomaCD x, Dx)=k id., and Homa(Dx, Do)=O if X(z)=t=o(z) and if X(z) and 
o(z) do not satisfy the condition of (i). 

6-3. Homa(D~oc.m, Da). We assume in 6-3 that a(X) is a non
negative integer m. Hence X(Z)=e(Z)zm holds with a locally con~tant 
character e: L*-+k*. Let D~oc.m be as in Section 2. Then Ix.oo.n.r(z) and 
fc.n,r(z) (n E Z, O<n<m, r E IL*I, c E L) are elements of D~oc.m, and any 
element of D~oc.m can be expressed as a finite k-linear combination of 
them .. Let Hbe a non-zero element of Homa (D~oc.m, Ind (P, G,o». Then 
H*=H( )(1) is a continuous mapping of D~oc.ni t6 k and satisfies 

H*(f(z+c»=H*(f(z» (c E L), 

H*(f(a2z» = X(a)o(a)H*(f(z» (a E L *) 

for any fez) E D~oc,m. Hence, as in 6-2, we have H*(fc.n.r(z»=O (O<n<m) 
and H*(fx.oo.n.r(z»=O (O<n:::;:m). Put 

H*(fo.m.I(Z» = a and H*(fz.oo.o.tCz» = f3. 
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Since H*(f(z+c))=H*(f(z)), we have H*(!c.m.l<nl(Z)) = H*(fo.m.l<nl(Z)). 
Since 

and since H* is linear, we obtain H*(fo.m.l<nl(Z))=q-na. Hence we have 

It follows that 

X(a)i5(a)H*(fo.m.l(Z)) = H*(fo.m.la2z)) 

= a2m H*(fo.m.la- 2 1(z)) = a2m N(a)2H*(fo.m.l(Z)). 

Therefore, if a =1= 0, then X(z)i5(z)=z2mN(z)2 holds for any z E L*. 
Let [= leX) be the smallest positive integer [ such that e(z) = I holds 

for IZ-ll:::;;:lrr! I. Then we have 

!X.oo.O,I<nl(Z)=!X.oo.o,lz)- L; e(c) t (mi· )cm-i!C.i.l<lJ(Z) 
cE (pl-n\PJ!p' i~O 

for any nEZ, n:2:0, and hence 

If e is not trivial on 0*, then L;cEo*!pl e(c)=O and hence L;CE(pl-n\PJ!pl s(c) 
=0. Ife is trivial on 0*, then we obtain [=1 and L;CE(O\PJ!pe(c)=q-l. 
Hence 

If e(rr)=q, then this sum is equal to n(q-l). If e(rr)=I=q, then this sum is 
equal to (q-l) {l-qe(rr)-l}-l{l-(qe(rrtl)"}. Therefore H*(fX.oo.o.lnnl(z)) 
is equal to the following: 

( i ) j3 if e(z) is not trivial on 0* ; 
(ii) j3-n(q-l)q- 1a if e(z) = N(z) holds for any z E L*; 
(iii) j3-{1-(qe(rr)-1)n}{l-qe(rr)-ltl(q-l)q-1a if e is trivial on 

0* and s(rr)=I=q. 
It is easy to see that this. formula holds also for nEZ, n<O, and that 
H*(fX.oo.o.l<nl(Z+C))=H*(fx.oo.o.l<nl(Z)) holds for any eEL. Since 

X(a)2 H*(fX.oo.o.la-21(z)) = H*(fx. oo,O.I(a2z)) = X(a)i5(a)H*(fx,oo,o, I(Z)) 

for any a E L *, the following condition must be satisfied: 
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(i) X(Z) = D(z) if fj=l=O, and if a=O or e is not trivial on 0*; 
(ii) X(tr)n{fj+2n(q-l)q-la}=D(tr)nfj if a=l=O and e(z) = N(z); 
(iii) X(tr)n[fj- {l- (qe(tr)-lr}{I - qe(tr)-I} -I(q - l)q-Ia]=D(tr)nfj if 

a=l=O, e(tr)=I=q and e is trivial on 0*. 
The second case is obviously impossible. In the third case, e(z)=z-mX(z) 
=zmN(z)2D(ztl must satisfy 

Hence either e(tr) = -q or fj=(1-qe(tr)-lt l(q-l)q-Ia. Note that 

H*(fz,=,o,I'''I(z»=(I-qe(tr)-lt l(q-l)q-la(qe(trt l)n 

holds if fj=(I-qe(tr)-I)-I(q-l)q-Ia. We observe that a(D)=a(X)=m 
holds in general, and that Homp(DiOC,m, k)::::Homa(DiOC,m, Do) is two 
dimensional if X(z) = D(z), e(z)2=N(z)2 and e(z)=I=N(z), is one dimensional 
if X(z)=D(z) and e(z)2=1=N(z)2, or if X(z)=D(z)=zmN(z), or if X(z)D(z)= 
z2mN(z)2 and e(z)2=1=N(z)2, and is zero dimensional otherwise. 

If X(z)=D(z) and e(z)2=1=N(z)2, or if X(z)=D(z)=zmN(z), then 
Homa(DiOC,m, Do) contains the identity mapping id. Hence Homa(Dioc,m, Do) 
=k id. If X(z)D(z)=z2mN(z)2 and e(z)2=1=N(z)2, we denote by H; the 
element of Homp(DiOe,m, k) which satisfies H;(/o,m,tCz»=I, and denote 
by Hz the element of Homa(DiOC,m, D.)::::Homa(DiOe,m, Ind (P, G, D»:::: 
Homp(Dioe,m, k) corresponding to H; by this isomorphism. Then we 
have Homa(DiOC,m, Do) = kHx. 

In general, for any fez) e Dz, we assume that He Homa(DiOe,m, Do) 
corresponds to H* e Hom p (Dioe,m, k) :::: Homa (Dioe,m, Ind (P, G, D»:::: 
Homa (Dioe,m, Do). Then 

H(f(Z»(W)=H*( Tz(~ ~_I)f(z») =H*(x(z)f(w-z- I)) 

holds for any fez) e Dioe,m. Since [(dTz)(x_)]m+lf(z)=O, 

(djdw)m+ IH(f(z»(w) = [(dTo)(x_)]m + IH(f(z»(w) 

=H([(dTz)(x_)]m+lf(z»(w)=O. 

Hence im (H) C Dloe, m and H e Hom (D1oe, m D1oe, m) o , a z ,6 • 

We assume that e(z)=l holds for any zeL* with Iz-ll<l. If 
Iw-cl<ltrnl, then l(w-z-I)-cl<ltrnl holds iff Izl~ltr-nl. Since the 
coefficient of zm in zm(w-z-I_c)i is (W-C)i (O<i <m), we obtain 
H*(X(z)fc,i,I<"I(w-z-I»=H*(fx,=,o,I'''I(z»(w-c)'. If Iw-cl>ltrnl, then 
I(w - Z-I) - cl < Itrnl holds iff Iz - (w - c)-II < Itrn(w - c)-21. Since 
II-(w-c)zl<ltrn(w-c)-II< 1, e(z)=e(w-ctl. Hence 
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H*(X(z)fc,i, ,x",(w - Z-l» = .s(w- C)-l(W- C)i H*(fcw _ e)-I,m, ,x"(W-C)-o,(z» 

=.s(w-c)-lN(w-c)2q -na(w-c)i. 
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Similarly, if Itr-nl~lwl, then Iw-z-11>ltr-nl holds iff Iz_w-ll~ltr-nW-21. 
Since 

X(z)(w-z- 1)- iX(W-Z-1)= X(w)w- iX(Z- W-l){(Z- w- I)+ w-1V(z- W-I)-i, 

H*(X(z)fz,~, i, ,.",(w-Z-l» = X(W)-lW- i H*(fx,~,o, ,x"W"'(z» 

= X(W)-lW- i H*(fx,~,o, ,.",(w2z» = H*(fx, ~,o, ,x.lz»o(w)w- i. 

If jtr-nl>lwl, then Iw_z-ll~ltr-nl holds iff Izl<ltrnl, Since Izwl<l, 
.s(zw-l)=.s( -1). Since X(z)(w-z-l)-iX(w-z-I)=.s(wz-l)zm(w-z-1)m-i, 
we obtain 

H*(X(z)fz,~,i"x"'(W-Z-'»=.s( -1)wm- iH*(fo,m,fxn ,(z»=.s( _1)q-nawm-i. 

If X(z)=zm and o(z)=zmN(z)2, then 

{
q_no(w-c)(W-c)-mH Iw-cl>ltrnl 

Hx(fe,i".",(z»(w)= _qn-I(w_c)i Iw-cl<ltrnl, 

{
_qn-Io(W)W- i 

Hx(fz,~,i".",(z)(w) = q -nwm- i 

HaCfe,i, 'X",(z»(w) = q - n(w_ C)i, 

Iwl>ltr-nl 
1 wl<ltr-n I, 

We observe that Ha ° Hx=Hx ° Ha=O. Let Pm and Qm be the kernels of 
Hx and H., respectively. Then Hx and Ha induce continuous G-homomor-
Phisms Dloc,m/p ~Q and Dloc,m/Q ~p respectively z m m. 0 m m' . 

If p=/=2, then .s(z)Z=N(z)Z implies .s(z) = 1 for Iz-ll< 1. If .s(Z)2= 
N(z)Z for any z E L*, .s(z)= 1 for any z E 1 +l:J, and .s(z)=/=1 for some z E 0*, 

then for any a, [3 E k, the conditions 

define an element H of Homa(D;OC,m, D~oc,m). In this case, we have 

{
[3X(W)W- i 

H(fz,~,i" •• ,(z»(w)= ( 1) -n m-i 
.s - q aw 

Hence we have 

Iwl~ltr-nl 

,wl<ltr-nl· 
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H(fo,i, 1."I(Z»(W)= f3fo,i, 1,"I(W) + q -nafx, ~,m-i, 1.-n+11(W), 

H(fx,~,i, 1."I(Z»(W)= f3fX,~,i, 1."I(w)+e( -1)q -nafo,m_i, 1.-n+11(W), 

If e(z)2= N(Z)2 holds for any z e L * and if e(z) is not trivial on 1 + p, 
then p = 2 and I = I (X) > 1. In this case, these formulas are modified as 

H(fo,i, 1."I(Z»(W) = f3fo,i, 1."I(W) + q - nafx,~,m_i, 1.l-nl(W), 

H(fZ.~,i,J'''I(Z»(W)= f3fI,~,i,J'''I(w)+e( -1)q-nafo,m_i,J.Z- nl(w), 

In particular, 

H 2(fo,i.l."I(Z»(W)= (f32+e( -1)q -I~)fo,i, l.nl(W)+2q-naf3fI,~.m_i.l.l-nl(w), 

H2(fI.~,i.l.nl(Z»(w)=(f32+e( -1)q-la2)fx,~.i,J.nl(W) 

+2e( -1)q-naf3fo,m_i,J.Z-nl(w), 

If .j e( - l)q I is not contained in k, then the operator H correspond
ing to (a, f3)=(ql, 0) is denoted by II' Then we have 

In particular, the endomorphism ring Enda (D~oc,m) is isomorphic to the 
field k(.je(-I)ql). 

If .j e( -1)q I is contained in k, then the operator H corresponding to 

is denoted by H z,±. Then we have 

H~,+=Hz,+*O, H~._=Hz,_*O, Hz,++Hz,_=id. 

Therefore Hz, + and Hz, _ are projection operators. Put 

Dioc,m=im (H ) and Dioc,m=im (H ). x,+ l,+ z,- x,-

Then these spaces D~~m are closed G-invariant subspaces of D~oc,m, and 

If e(z) = 1 for any z e 0* and e(n) = -q, then we have 
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We denote by H z,+ and H z,_ the operators corresponding to 

(a, [3)= --,--. (q q) 
q+l q+l 

( -q 1) 
and q+l' q+l ' 

respectively. Then we have H~,+ =Hz,+ =1=0, H~,_=Hz,_=I=O, H z,+ +Hz,_ 
=id. Hence ~oe,m=im(H ) and Dloe,m=im(H ) are closed G-x,+ %,+ x,- x,-
invariant subsp·aces of Dloe,m and Dloe,m=Dloe,mffi Dloe,m. x' x ;z,+ W x,-

Summarizing, we obtain the following: 

Proposition 6. Let m be a non-negative integer, and let D~oe,m be as 
in 2-2. Let N(z) be as in 2-2. Then: 

(i) IfX(z)=zm and o(z)=z"'N(zY, then there are non-zero continuous 
G-homomorphisms Hz: D~oe,m~D~oe,m and Ha: D1oe,m~D~oe,,,, such that 
HaoHz=HzoHa=O. Hence P",=ker(Hz) and Qm=ker(Ha) are non
trivial closed G-invariant subs paces. Further we have Homa (D~oe,,,,, Da) 
=kHz and Homa (D1oe,m, Dz)=kH •. 

(ii) We assume X(z)=zme(z), e(z)2=N(zY, e(z)=I=N(z). Let 1=/('1..) 
be the smallest positive integer I such that e(z)=l holds for Iz-ll<l1C zl. 
If e(z) is not trivial on 0*, and if ,vf e( -l)q Z is not contained in k, then there 
is a continuous G-endomorphism Iz of D~oe,m such that I~=e( _l)qZ id. and 
Homa (D~oe,,,,, Dz)=k id. EBkfx. If e(z) is trivial on 0*, or if ,vfe( _l)qZ is 
contained in k, then there are continuous G-endomorphisms H z,+ and H z,_ 
of D~oe,,,, such that H~,+=Hz,+=I=O, H~,_=Hz,_=I=O, Hz,++Hz,_=id. Put 
D~~~m=im (Hz,±). Then these spaces are closed G-invariant subs paces of 
Dloe,,,, and Dloe''''=Dloe,mffi Dloe,m holds Further we have Hom (Dloe,,,, D) x x z,+ W x,_· G X , X 

= kHz, + EB kHz, _. In particular, D~~,,+m and D~~":.'" are not G-equivalent. 
(iii) IfX(z)=z"'e(z), o(z)=z"'e(ztW(z)2, and e(zY=t=N(zY, then there 

is a non-zero continuous G-homomorphism Hz: D~oe''''~D1oe,m and we have 
Homa (D~oe,,,,, Da)=kHz. 

(iv) If X(z)=o(z)=zme(z) and if e(z) does not satisfy the conditions 
e(z)2=N(z)2 and e(z)=I=N(z), then we have Homa (D;OC,,,,, D.)=k id. 

(v) If a(X)=m, and if X and a do not satisfy anyone of(i)-(iv), then 
we have Homa (D~oe,,,,, D.)=O. 

§ 7. Proof of Theorem 1, ill (the irreducibility of Dioc,m) 

In Section 7, we assume that a(X) is a non-negative integer m. Hence 
e(z)=z-"'X(z) is a locally constant character. Let 1=I(X) be the smallest 
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positive integer such that e(z) = 1 holds for any zeL* with Jz-IJ<Jn-'J. 
For any element f of D~oc.m, let Uf be the minimal (g, G)-invariant sub
space of D~oc.m containing f Then Uf is contained in any closed G
invariant subspace of D;oc.m containing f We study in Section 7 this 
(g, G)-module Uf , and prove the irreducibility of (ii) of Theorem 1 not as 
topological G-modules but as algebraic (g, G)-modules. Let fx.~.n.r(z) 
andfc.n.r(z) be as in 6-2. 

7-1. A standard generator of D;oc.m. 

Lemma 2. Let f(z) = fo.ojz) e D;oc.m be the characteristic function of 
0, thenf(z) generates D~oc.m as an algebraic (g, G)-module. 

Proof For any positive integer n, X(p)-nTx(A(rn»)f(z)=fo.o.'P.n,(Z) 
is contained in Ufo Since Jl-z-'J<Jp2nJ iff Jz-IJ<J p2nJ,fo.o.lp.nl(1-z-') 
= 1 (resp. 0) if Jz-IJ<J p2n J (resp. otherwise). We choose a large integer 
n such that e(z) = 1 holds for Jz-IJ<J p2nJ. Then 

«m-i)!)-'[(dTx)(XJr-i ° Tx(l) ° Tx(C(l»fo.o.'P.n,(Z) 

= «m-i) !)-'(djdz)m-izme(z)J;.o.IP.nl(Z) 

(O<i <m) is Zi (resp.O) if Jz-IJ<J p2nJ (resp. otherwise). Since these 
elements span P1•2n (cf. Proposition 2), Uf contains P1•2n. Since the 
translations C(c): z~z+c (c e L) act homogeneously on L, Uf contains 
the direct sum EBw P w.2n (we Wn). Since Tx(I)Po.2n =P ~.2n> Uf contains 
P ~.2n EB EBw P w.2n. Since n can be arbitrarily small, Uf contains the 
injective limit space inj lim (P ~.2n EB EBw P w.2n)=D;oc.m. 

Corollary. Let fez) be one of the f..i.l.nl(Z)'S and the fx.~.i.l.nl(Z)'S 
(i e Z, O<i<m, neZ, c e L). Thenf(z) generates D;oc.m as an algebraic 
(g, G)-module. 

Proof Let N be a positive integer satisfying 2N > - n. Then 

I: Tz(C(c*» ° Tx(A(n-- N» ° TxCC(c» ° [(dTx)(X_)]ifc.i.l.nl(Z) 
c*Eo/~2N+n 

=i! X(n-)Nfo.o.,(z). 

It follows from Lemma 2 that fC.i.l.nl(Z) generates D;oc.m as a (g, G)
module. Since 

fZ.~.i.l"nl(Z) generates D;oc.m as a (g, G)-module. 
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7-2. Irreducibility oj D~oc,m. We assume in 7-2 that the locally 
constant character e(z) is neither 1 nor N(zY, and that e(z)2=N(zY implies 
e(z)=N(z) as functions on L*. Let J(z) be a non-zero element of D~oc,m. 
We want to show D~oc,mc UJ. 

Since the translations C(c): z~z+c (c e L) act homogeneously on L, 
we may assume J(O)1=O. We write J(z) = L,o';;'i,;;,mJt(z)zi with locally 
constant functions Jt(z) e D~oc,o. Since J(O) is not zero, /0(0) is not zero. 
Since 

[(dTz)(XJr 0 TxCI)J(z)=m! e(z)/o( -liz) 

is contained in UJ, to prove UJ=D~oc,m, we may assume that J(z) is a 
locally constant function, and JCz)=re(z) for Izl>Ip-2nl (r e k*, neZ, 
n>O). Since p- mne(p)nTzCA(p-n»J(z)=e(pynJ(p-2nz)=re(z) for Izl> 1, 
we may assume thatJ(z)=re(z) for Izl~ 1. We note that for any locally 
constant function h(z) in D~oc,m, 

is contained in Uh,' 
Put 1= I(X), let rr be a prime element of p, and let n be a positive 

integer such that n>1 and J(x)=J(y) holds for lxi, Iyl<l and Ix-yl~ 
Irrnl. Let C be a representative of p modulo pn. Put 

h(z) = L, Tz(C(c»J(z). 
cEO 

Then h(z)=qn-1re(z) for Izl~lrrl-ll, h(z)=O for Irrl-lI>lzl>l, and h(z)= 
L,ceoJ(c) for Izl<1. Put r1=qn-1r and r2= L,ceoJ(c). 

Ifr2 =0, then h(z) = rdz,<r>,m,lz) is contained in UJ. It follows from 
the corollary to Lemma 2 that UJ=D~oc,m holds in this case. 

If r2:;i:0, then the function 

h*(z)= L, Tz(C(c»h(z) 
CEP-l/p 

=q2r1e(z) for Izl~lrr-l-ll, =0 for Irr-1-11>lzl>lrr-11, =r2 for Izl<lrr-11 
if e(t) is not trivial on 0*, =r2+(q-l)r1+(q2_ q)rl's(rr)-1 for Izl<lrr-11 
if e(z) is trivial on 0*. 

If e(z) is not trivial on 0*, then 

h(z) - q -2rr-me(rr)TxCA(rr-l»h*(z) = h(z) - q -2e(rrYh*(rr- 2z) e UJ 

is equal to (1-q-2e(rr)2)r2/o,o,I'I(z). Since e(zY1=N(z)2, we can choose a 
suitable prime element rr so that e(rrY:;i:N(rrY=q2. Hence /o,O,I'I(Z) is 
contained in UJ • It follows from the corollary to Lemma 2 that UJ = 
D~oc,m holds in this case. 
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If e(Z) is trivial on 0*, then 1=1 and h(z)- q -ZiC-me(iC)TxCA(iC-1»h*(z) 
= [rz-q -Ze(iC)Z{rz+ (q-I)rl +,(qZ-q)e(iCtlrl}]fo,o, i<i(Z). Since 

rz-q -2e(iC)2{r2+(q-I)rl +(q2_ q)e(iCt1r1} 

= q -2(e(iC) + q){(q-e(iC»r2- (q-l)e(iC)rl}, 

and since e(iC)=!= -q, Uf contains fo,O,[<i(Z) if (q-e(iC»r2=!=(q-I)e(iC)r1. 
In this case, Uf containsfo,oiz) and hence Uf=D~oc,m. 

If (q-e(iC»r2=(q-I)e(iC)rl' put 

h**(z)= I: Tx(C(c»h(z). 
cEo/p 

Then h**(z) = qr1e(Z) for Izl> 1, = (q-I)rl + r2 for Izl::;;; 1. Then 
{(q-l)rl+r2}h(z)-r2h**(z)=(q-I)rl(rl-r2)e(Z) for Izl> 1, ={(q-l)r1+ 
r2}(r1-r2) for Izl= 1, and =0 for Izl<1. Hence 

I: Tx(C(c» 0 T,(I)[{(q-I)r1+r2}h(z)-r2h**(z)] = ° for Izl> 1, 
cEolp 

and =(q-I)(qr1 +r2)(r1- r2) for Izl< 1. Since (q-e(iC»r2=(q-l)e(iC)rl> 
r 1 =r2 implies e(iC) = 1. Since e(Z)=!= I, this is a contradiction. Ifr2= -qr1, 

then e(iC) = q2. Since e(Z)=!=N(z)2, this is a contradiction. Hence 
(q-I)(qr1+r2)(r1-r2)=!=0. Therefore Uf contains fo,O,l(Z) and hence 
Uf=D~oc,m. Therefore we have proved that Uf=D~oc,m holds in any case. 

7-3. Irreducibility of Qm and D1oc,m/Qm. Let o(z)=zmN(z)2 and let 
r;(z) = N(Z)2. Let Ho: D1oc,m-';Pm, Qm=ker(Ho) etc. be as in Proposition 
6. Letf(z) be a non-zero element of D1oc,m. We want to study Uf. We 
repeat the argument in 7-2 and may assume that fez) is a locally constant 
function, and that f(z)=rr;(z) (r E k*) holds for Izl:2:1. Let n be a 
positive integer such thatf(x) = fey) holds for lxi, I YI< 1 and Ix- yl::;;;liCn I. 
Put r1=qn-1r and r2= I:cEP/vnf(c). Then 

h(z)= I: T.(C(c»f(z) 
cEP/pn 

=r1 for Izl> 1, and =r2 for Izl< 1. We repeat the argument in 7-2 and 
observe that - (q+ 1 )(q-I)(r2+ qr1) fo,o, i<i(Z) is contained in Uf. 

If fez) is not contained in Qm, Ht(f(z»=r +q- nr2=q-n(qr1+r2) 
*0. Hence Uf contains fo,o, i<i(Z). It follows from the corollary to 
Lemma 2 that Uf =D1oc,m. 

Iff(z) is contained in Qm, then r2= -qr1. Since r1*0, dividing by r1 
if necessary, we may assume r1 = 1. We note that h(z) is contained in the 
image of Hx (X(z)=zm) because h(z) = qHx(fo,o, i<i(Z». For any integer n, 
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h2n(z) = q(q+ l)-lX(n)- nTx(A(rr- n)){h(z)+q -IT.(I)h(z)} 

=0 for Izl>lrr2n l, = 1 for IZI=lrr2nl, = -(q-1) for Izl<lrr2n l. Similarly 

h2n_/Z)= _q3(q+ l)-lX(rr)-nTx(A(rr- n)) 

o {q-1T.(I)h(z)+q-2 .z= Tx(C(c))h(z)} 
cEP-'/p 

=0 for Izl>lrr2n -11, = 1 for IZI=lrr2n-11, = -(q-1) for Izl<lrr2n-11. 
Taking a suitable linear combination of h(z) and the h;(z)'s (-n<i <n), 
we see that there is a function ho,n(z) in Uf such that ho,n(z)=e(Z) for 
Izl:2lrr- nl, =0 for Irr-nl>lzl>lrrnl, and = -1 for Izl<lrrnl. Then for 
any eEL with Icl<lrr-nl, hc,n(z) = TxCc( -c))ho,n(z)=e(Z) for Izl:2lrr- nl, 
=0 for Irr-nl>lz-cl>lrrnl, and = -1 for Iz-cl<lrrnl. 

Let q(z) be a locally constant function in Qm. Let n be a large 
integer such that (i) q(z)=rae(z) (ra E k) for Izl:2lrr-nl, and (ii) q(x)=q(y) 
for lxi, Iyl< Irr-nl and Ix-yl::S:lrrnl. Then we can write 

q(z) = ralx, oo,m,l.n [(z) + .z= r Jc,o, [.n[(Z) 
cElll- 11/111l-

with rc E k. Since q(z) is contained in Qm, r3 +.z= rc=o. Since hc,n(z)= 
fx,oo,m, [.n[(Z)- fc,o, [.n[(Z) is contained in Uf, we see that q(z) = - .z=c rA,n(z) 
is contained in Ufo Since 

and since any element of Qm can be written as .z=o';i,;m Ziqi(Z) with locally 
constant functions qiz) in Qm, Uf contains Qm. Note that we have also 
proved im (Hx) = Qm (X(z)=zm). 

7-4. Irreducibility of Pm and D~oc, m. Let X(z) = zm, Hx: D~oc, m-'>-Qm, 
P m=ker (Hx) be as in Proposition 6. Since Hx 0 Ho=O, im (Ho) is con
tained in Pm = ker (Hx). Hence Pm contains the space P! of all polynomial 
functionsf: L-'>-k of degree ::S:m. Let Bo,n and Po,n be as in 4-2. Then 
the restriction map 

is a k-linear g-isomorphism. It follows from Proposition 2 that P! is an 
algebraically irreducible g-module. 

Letf(z) be an element of D~oc,m which is not contained in P!. We 
claim Uf=D~oc,m. Then we also have Pm=P! because Dioc,m;2Pm-::Jp!. 

We repeat the argument in 7-2 and may assume that fez) is a non
constant locally constant function. Let n be the largest integer n such that 
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f(x)=I=f(y) holds for some x, Y E L with Ix-yl=llt'nl. Since Tx(C( -x»f(z) 
is also contained in Uf , we may assume x=O. Then, replacingf(z) by 

T.(I) 0 ( L: TxCC(c») 0 T.(I)f(z) 
CEp1- n /pN 

for a sufficiently large integer N if necessary, we may assume that fez) is 
constant for Izl>llt'nl. Let C be a representaive of pn\pn+1 modulo pn+l. 

Then we have constants ro, rc (c E C), r ~ such that f(z)=ro for Izl<llt'nl, 
f(z)=rc for Iz-cl<llt'nl andf(z)=r ~ for Izl>llt'nl. By our assumptions, 
rc=l=ro at least for one c. Let r=q I(ro+ L:c rc). 

If r ~ =l=r, then put 

h(Z)=q-1 L: TxCC(c»f(z). 
cEpn/pn+l 

Uf contains!o,o,l.n-'I(z). It follows from the corollary to Lemma 2 that 
Uf contains D~oc,m. 

If r ~=r, replacingf(z) by Tx(C(c»f(z) (c E C) if necessary, we may 
assume ro=l=r. Then T.(I)f(z)=ro for Izl>llt'-nl, =rc for Iz-( -c-I)I< 
IIt'-nl, and =r ~ for Izl<llt'-nl. By our assumption, 

ro-q-l(r ~+ L: rc)=q-I(q+ l)(ro-r~) 
c 

is not zero. Hence we repeat a similar argument as above and obtain 
Uf-::JD~oo,m. Therefore the claim is proved. Note that we have also 
proved that Hx and Ha induce bijective G-homomorphisms D~oc,m/p m~Qm 
and D1°c,m/Qm~P m' respectively. It follows from the open mapping 
theorem that these maps are topological isomorphisms. 

7-5. Irreducibility of D~~";.m. We assume in 7-5 that e(z)2=N(z)2 
and e(z)=I=N(z) as functions on L*. If e(Z) is not trivial on 0*, then put 
I=/(X). 

First we assume that -Ve(-l)q! is not contained in k. Letf(z) be a 
non-zero element of D~oc,m. We want to show Uf=D~oe,m. We repeat 
the argument in 7-2 and may assume that f(z) = r1e(Z) (r l E k*) for Izl> 
11t'1-11, =0 for 11t'1-l1>lzl~l, and =r2 (r2 E k) for Izl<1. 

If 1 is an even integer, put 2i = 1-2. Then 
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Since Ve( -l)q! $ k, n-q2-!e( -1)ri::;t=0. Hence Uf contains fo,O,'<'(Z), 
and hence Uf=Dioc,m. 

If / is an odd integer, put 2i = /-1. Then 

I: Tx(C(c»{rd(z)-rlrrime(rrtiTx(A(rri» ° T,(I)f(z)} 
CEpl- 'Ip 

={ _q2- Ze( -l)ri+rnfo,o,l<l-II(Z). 

Since Ve(-l)q! $ k, -q2- Ze(-I)ri + n::;t= 0. Hence Uf contains 
fo,o, I <l-'I(Z), and hence Uf=Dioc,m. 

Now we assume that e(Z) is not trivial on 0*, and that / =/(X) satisfies 
Ve( _l)qL E k. Then, by Proposition 6, we have continuous G-endomor
phisms Hx,±: D~oc,m~Dioc,m such that H;,± =Hx,±::;t=O and Hx,+ +Hx,_ =id. 
Letf(z) be any non-zero element of Di~c~m=im(Hx,±). We want to show 
Uf=Di~c~m. 

By repeating the argument in 7-2, we may assume that f(Z)=rle(Z) 
(r 1 E k*) for IZI>lrrl-zl, =0 for Irrl-zl2:lzl2:l, and =r2 (r2 E k) for Izl<I. 
Sincef(z) is contained in D~~c~m, rl=±Ve(-I)qZq-lr2' Hence we can 
write f(z) = r2Hx,±(fo,o, I<I(Z». Since fo,O.l<,(Z) generates Dioc,m as an 
algebraic (g, G)-module,f(z) generates Hx,±(Dioc,m)=D~~~m as an algebraic 
(g, G)-module. Hence Uf =Di~";.m. 

If e(Z) = 1 for Izl= 1 and e(rr) = -q, then we can prove in the same 
way that Di~c~m is an algebraically irreducible (g, G)-module. 

§ 8. Proof of Theorem 2 

In Section 8, we study Homo (U, V) in the case where U is a closed 
G-invariant subspace of Dr and V is a quotient space of Do by a G
invariant subspace, and prove Theorem 2. Note that we have already 
determined Homo (Dr, Do) and Homo (Dioc,m, Do). 

8-1. Homo (Pm' Do) and Homo (Qm, Do). Let X(z)=zm, o(z)= 
zmN(z)2, Hx: Dioc,m~Qm' Ho: D~oc,m~Pm etc. be as in Proposition 6. Let 
0: L*~k* be another locally analytic character. Then we have the 
following exact sequences: 

O--+Homo (Qm, Do)--+Homo (Dioc,m, Do)--+Homo (Pm' Do); 

O--+Homo (Pm' Do)--+Homo (mOc,m, Do)--+Homo (Qm, Do). 

If Homo (Pm' Do)::;t=O, then Homo (Dioc,m, Do)::;t=O. It follows from Pro
position 6 that either (i) O(z)=X(z) and Homo (Dioc,m, Do)=k id., or (ii) 
O(z)=o(z) and Homo (D~oc,m, Do)=kHx. Therefore, if Homo (Pm' Do)::;t=O, 
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then 8(z)=X(z) and Homo (Pm' l)o)=k id. If Homo (Qm, Do) *0, then we 
repeat a similar argument and obtain that 8(z)=o(z) and Homo (Qm, Do) 
=kid. 

8-2. Homo (D~~,,±m, Do). Let X(z)=zme(z), e(z)2=N(z)2, e(z)*N(z), 
D~oc.m=D~~,:;mEBD~,:,,-:m etc. be as in Proposition 6. Let 0: L*~k* be 
another locally analytic character. Then we have the following split exact 
sequence: 

O~Hom (Dloc.m D)~Hom (Dloc.m D)~Hom (Dloo.m D)~O G x,-' lJ G X ' 6 G z,+' J • 

By Proposition 6, Homo (D~oc.m, D6)*0 iff o(z)=X(z). Further 

Homo (D~oc.m, Dz) = kHz. + EBkHz._ 

holds. Therefore Homo (D~~,,±m, D.) *0 iff o(z)=X(z), and in this case, 
Homo (D~~,,±m, Dz}=k id. 

8-3. Generalization. Let U be a closed G-invariant subspace of Dz. 
We have already determined Homa(U, V) in the case of V=D6. If 
V=Do/D~oc.n (a(o)=n e Z, n>O), then we have a G-isomorphism 

Sf: D./D~oc.n~D.. (o*(z) = z-:2n- 20(z». 

Hence Homo (U, D6/D~oc.n)::::=Homa (U, Do')' Since a(o*) = -n-2< -2, 
Homa(U, D •• ) *0 iff X(z) = o*(z), U=Dz, and Homa(U, Do.)=k id. There
fore Homo (U, Do/D~oo.n) * ° holds iff X(z) = z-2n-2o(z), U = Dz, and 
Homo (U, D./D~oc.n)=k(Sn-1 holds in this case. 

If V=Do/Pn (o(z)=zn, neZ, n>O), then put o*(z)=z-n-2. Then 
we have a G-isomorphism Sf: D6/D~oc.n=:;D6" Hence we have the follow
ing exact sequence: 

O~Homa (U, D~oc.n/Pn)~Homa (U, D6/Pn)~Homa (U, D •• ). 

IfHoma(U, D./Pn) *0, then either Homa(U, D •• ) *0 or Homo(U, D~oc.n/Pn) 
*0. In the first case, we have X(z)=o*(z) and Homo(U, Do.)=kid. Since 

S*-I 
U~D6*~D./D~oc,n is injective, it does not come from Homa(U, D./Pn). 
Hence Homo (U, D./Pn) = Homo (U, moc.n/Pn)*O. Since 

Homo (U, D~oc.n/Pn)::::=Homa (U, Qm)~Homa (U, Do) (8(z)=znN(z)2), 

it follows that either (i) X(z)=8(z) and Homo (U, Do)=k id. or (ii) X(z)= 
o(z), U cD~oc.n and Homo (U, Do)=kHz. In the first case, X(z)=znN(z)2, 
U=Qn and Homo (Qn, D./Pn)=kH'iI. In the second case, X(z)=o(z), 
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U = Dioe,n and Homa (Dioe,n, DoIPn)=kRo with the natural map Ro: Dioe,,. 
-+D~oe,n/p n' 

Similarly, if V=Do/Qn (o(z)=znN(zf), then either (i) X(z)=zn, 
U=Pn and Homa (Pm D./Qn)=kHi\ or (ii) X(z)=o(z), U=moe,n and 
HomG (D~oe,n, Dii/Qn)=kRo with the natural map Ro: Dioe,n-+D~oc,n/Qn' 

If V=Do/m~,,±n(o(z)=znr;(z), r;(z)2=N(z)2, r;(z)=/=N(z», then we have 
the following exact sequence: 

O~Hom (U DIOC,n)-+Hom (U D IDIOe,n)~Hom (U D IDloe,n) G , 0, + G, 0 0, ± G , 0 0 • 

If Hom (U, Dii/m~,;;n)=/=o, then either HomG (U, D.ID~oe,n)=/=o or HomG 
(U, m~~n)=/=o, In the first case, we have either (i) X(z)=o(z), U=Do, 
Homa (Do, Do/moe,n)=kRt with the natural map Rt: D.-+Do/D~oe,n, or 
(ii) X(z)=z-2n-2o(z), U=Dx and HomG (Dx, Do/D~oe,n)=kst-I. In the 
case (i), we have HomG (Do, D.)=k id. and hence HomG (D., m~~n)=o. 
Hence 

with the natural map Rt,±: Do-+DoID~~;n. In the case (ii), we also have 
HomG (Do, D~~~n)=o. Since st- I is injective, it does not come from 
HomG (Do, Dolm~~,n). Hence this case does not occur. If HomG (U, D~~~n) 
=/=0, we have HomG (U, D~oc,n)=/=o. Further we may also assume that 
HomG (U, DolmOc,n) =0 holds because we have already studied the other 
case. It follows from Proposition 6 that X(z)=o(z), U =m~,;;n and 
Hom (Dloe,n Dloc-,n)=k id. Since Dloe,n=Dloe,n/Dloe,ncD IDloe,n we have 

G 15, =F' 0, + 0, =F 0 0, ± 0 0, ± , 

Hom (Dloe,n D IDloe,n)=k id. a 0, +, 0 0, ± 

8-4. Proof of Theorem 2. Let U and V be two different topologically 
irredicuble G-modules constructed in Theorem 1. Hence U and V are one 
Of the D Dloe,m D jD1oc,m P D1oc,m/p Q D1oe,m/Q Dloe,m Dloe,m 

:h x , x I'm' X m' m' X m' X,+' x,-
(the corresponding X's for U and V may be different). Since S;: Dx/D~oe,m 
-+Dii (o(z)=z-2n- 2x(z» is a topological G-isomorphism, we may omit 
Dx/D~oc,m from the above list of candidates. Since Hx: Dioe,m/p m-+Qm 
and Ho: D~oe,mIQm-+P m are topological G-isomorphisms, we may also 
omit D~oc,m/p m and D~oe,m/Qm from the above list. Then we may assume 
that U is a closed G-invariant subspace of Dx and V is a closed G-invariant 
subspace of Do for certain X and o. Then HomG (U, V)~HomG (U, Do). 
Since we have already determined HomG (U, Do), it is easy to check that 
Theorem 2 holds. 
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Added in proof. After this paper was submitted, the author and W. Schikhof have 
succeeded to generalize the results of [9], § 3 to non maximally complete fields. 
As a consequence, the results of this paper hold without assuming that k is maxi
mally complete. A detailed proof will be published in a following paper. 
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